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With the high-speed development of high-end television and the research and 
application of digital television technique, the flaws caused by interlaced scan in 
traditional analog television, such as color-crawling, flicker and fast-moved object’s 
boundary blur and zigzag, are more and more obvious. However, because of the 
economic development, analog television will still take its place in the TV market 
during a long period. Therefore the conversion of interlaced scan to progressing scan, 
which is de-interlacing, is an important part of current television production, such as 
digital video post-processing. 
Firstly, the paper focused on the research of today’s de-interlacing algorithm, which 
including non-MC (Motion Compensation) method and MC method. Then, based on 
the results of the research, a new motion adaptive de-interlacing algorithm and its’ 
FPGA implementation are presented in this paper. 
The proposed algorithm improved on both motion detection algorithm and intra-field 
interpolation algorithm. The new motion detection algorithm is accurate in detecting 
motion information and is efficient in eliminating noise by combining the 4-field 
based horizontal motion detection algorithm with BPP motion detection algorithm and 
by post-processing motion information with the mathematic morphological ways. An 
edge orientation based interpolation algorithm is applied during intra-field 
interpolation. To estimate the correct interpolation orientation, edge detection is 
performed on the moving region pixels. The moving region is further classified into 
four areas that are subjected to different appropriate interpolation methods. 
Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can produce high quality. In 
the last section, FPGA implementation of the new algorithm is also presented. 
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在电视的垂直分辨率是比较低的，比如 NTSC，一帧的有效行只有 480 行，
PAL/SECAM 的垂直分辨率也只有 576 行/帧。直到几年前，这个分辨率还是可以
接受的，但是随着显示器的发展，人们要求更好的分辨率和更清晰的图像。现在
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( ), Tx x y=v 表示象素的空间坐标，n 表示第 n 场，T 代表转置。 ( ),F x nv 表示
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其仿真结果。 
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简单的空间滤波算法是 简单的是双倍线性法（Double line），场中未知
像素点直接复制它垂直相邻点的值，即式（2.1.1）中 ( 1,0) 1h − = ，其它所有的
( , ) 0h k m = 。这种滤波器的频率响应可以由下式给出： 
( ) cos( )y y yH f fπ=                                           （2.1.2） 
其中， yf 代表垂直方向的频率（该频率对应图象信号的垂直采样频率进行





点的平均值，即式（2.1.1）中 ( 1,0) (1,0) 0.5h h− = = ，其它所有的 ( , ) 0h k m = .它
的频率响应为： 
1 1( ) cos(2 )
2 2
y y yH f fπ= +                                     （2.1.3） 









在着线性场重复（Field Insertion）。该算法中的 (0, 1) 1h − = ，对其他所有的 k
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